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After reading the paper published by the Boulder University on their remarkable success remote viewing the
Dow Jones with 100% accuracy, I was intrigued as to why they could not explain their high rate of accuracy.
Being one of America’s leading solar scientists, specializing in how the sun affects human behavior and health
for the previous 7 years, I would like to offer my conclusion as to their high rate of accuracy.
The experiment of remote viewing the dow jones involved 7 separate sessions, taking place from the 13th of
November to the 11th of December 2008 . This was during the latter part of the year 2008. According to the
solar cycles chart as well as solar cycle 24 shown below it was a period where solar activity is at a seasonal and
cylindrical low.
The image on the left is the seasonal cycle of solar activity
with the outer ring showing the highest and lows of solar
activity. You can learn more about seasonal influences at:
http://www.ez3dbiz.com/cycles.html
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Below we can see the cycle of sunspots, going from high to low. The Blue Circle represents the low period of
sunspot cycle #23, and the year 2008 just happens to be in the low period.

The above image can be viewed at
http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2006/05/10/10may_longrange_resources/predictions3_strip.jpg
During periods of low solar activity, our earth's geomagnetic activity is also quiet. And there have been many
studies showing that during periods of quiet geomagnetic activity the accuracy of remote viewing is significantly
enhanced. One particularity large study conducted by Haraldsson and Gissurarson published in 1987 titled:
"GEOPHYSICAL VARIABLES AND BEHAVIOR: XLIV. DAYS OF SUBJECTIVE PRECOGNITIVE EXPERIENCES AND THE
DAYS BEFORE THE ACTUAL EVENTS DISPLAY CORRELATED GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY" concluded that successful
experiments tended to be carried out a day after high GMA. The majority of success occurs when periods of low
GMA (geomagnetic activity, also known as KP). Remote viewers that had creative talent, seemed to have an
uncanny knack to get better results during stronger periods of geomagnetic activity. Please note the term
Geomagnetic Acitivty is also known by the following names: KP, GMA, Geomagnetic Activity.
Now if we look at the time of year that the Boulder Remote Viewing Dow Jones Experiment took place, it
occurred during the months of November and December. This is the time of year that seasonal solar activity is
at its lowest. Solar activity has an approximate seasonal trend each year with peaks occurring during
approximately April / May and again from September / October. The quiet periods are July / August and
December / January each year. My own research has verified that these quiet geomagnetic activity periods
create peak times to perform dow jones forecasting. I have found the very best results occurring during the very
quiet period 24 hours just before a geomagnetic storm takes place.
So far we have the following:
The year 2008 was at the low of Solar Activity. We shall explore this cycle further on the following page.
November and December, the months the Dow Jones Remote viewing was performed was the season where
seasonally Solar Activity is at its lowest. Because solar activity directly influences geomagnetic activity, this also
means that geomagnetic activity this time of year is at its lowest. This fits neatly into the 11 year seasonal cycle.
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The 11 Year Sunspot Cycle
Dr. David Hathaway a physics professor at NASA proved that sunspot numbers wax and wane in an approximate
11-year cycle. Below we can see the waxing and waning of sunspots. The blue circle shows the 2008 period, a
low.

Below we have the sunspot data for November and December 2008, as you can see there is almost 0 solar
activity.
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The above data can be accessed from NOAA at:
ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/warehouse/2008/2008_DSD.txt

Now Let’s examine the levels of Geomagnetic Activity on the dates the remote viewing was done. Below we can
see that the geomagnetic activity levels were at all time lows. This clearly explains the reason for their 100%
accuracy.

Real Time KP Activity and Solar Activity - Quarterly KP and Daily data can be accessed at the bottom of page at
the website address below:
ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/indices/old_indices/

The Tchijevsky Solar Cycle
Professor L. Tchijevsky, a Russian astronomer noticed that particularly severe battles in war regularly followed
each solar flare during the sunspot peak period of 1916-17. Tchijevsky found that fully 80% of the most
significant events occurred during the 5 years of maximum sunspot activity.
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Tchijevsky divided the eleven year sunspot cycle into four periods:
Period 1: - (approximately 3 years, minimum sunspot activity). Peace, lack of unity among the masses, election
of conservatives, autocratic, minority rule.
Period 2:- (approx. 2 years, increasing sunspot activity). Increasing mass excitability, new leaders rise, new ideas
and challenges to the elite.
Period 3 - (Approximately 3 years, maximum sunspot activity). Maximum excitability, election of liberals or
radicals, mass demonstrations, riots, revolutions, wars and resolution of most pressing demands.
Period 4 - (Approximately 3 years, decreasing sunspot activity). Decrease in excitability, masses become
apathetic, seek peace. This cycle is due to arrive between late 2016 and 2017.
You can read more about Professor L. Tchijevsky’s work by reading the excellent paper titled: "How the Solar
Cycles Modulate History"
At the Solar Instutite of Studies on Behaviour and Human Health, using the Tchijevsky cycle, we show in our
cycles article the cycle of a standard solar flare that occurs into the following cycle which lasts between 8 and 11
days.
Period 1 is condition red, period 2 is a condition blue, period 3 is condition orange, period 4 is condition green.

What Are Condition Reds, Blues And Oranges?
A condition blue begins the solar flare cycle, building up energy . This is than followed by a condition red, which
is a peak of the energy, which is then followed by a condition yellow, which is a period where this energy
manifests itself, it is than followed by a condition orange, a "wanning" of the energy and finally ending at a
condition green, which is a period of peace and harmony.
The condition color is greatly accelerated
or gains strength, when it falls within one
of the 4 periods of Professor L. Tchijevsky's
chart. For example as of 2015, we are in
Period 3, so when the condition color
orange occurs, there will be more election
of liberals or radicals, mass
demonstrations, riots, revolutions, wars
and resolution of most pressing demands.
Between late 2016 and 2017 when a
period 4 dominates, at condition green
periods we will see an increase in peace,
calm and harmony, and the destructive
condition orange period will draw to a
close.
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You can learn more about these cycles by reading our article titled: Color Conditions Examined in Detail. If we
take a look at NASA’s most recent supercomputer generated sunspot forecast, we can see that as of 2015 we
are starting to head towards a lower period of solar activity, with a projected bottoming out between 2018 and
2019. The red circle below shows where we currently are at as of May 2015.

The Image below shows all the cycles and how they interact with the sunspot cycle.
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We can also see this cycle reveal itself during the cycle of a solar flare.

ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/weekly/27DO.txt

The Sun’s Solar Wind Speed
In an excellent research summary titled: "A summary of 3630 ARV trials conducted from 1998 to 2005" remote
viewers discovered that remote viewing accuracy was significantly enhanced when solar wind speeds were at
lower speeds. The study also discovered that the best results of remote viewing occurred between 5:00 and
6:00 LST. As far as days are concerned, the time difference between remote viewing and feedback is best
obtained between 2.1 to 3.5 days. From my own personal experience I have found the best speeds to be 350
and 420. Perhaps at this particular solar wind speed a certain part of the brain is ‘activated’, has more mental
energy or becomes stronger at this particular solar wind speed. I have also written an article proving that the
dow jones closes higher when the solar wind first enters the 350 range. You can read at the following address
below:
http://www.ez3dbiz.com/dowsolaractivity.pdf
Now let’s take a look at the solar wind speeds during the time the Boulder University Remote viewing of the
Dow Jones Took Place (thanks to CalTech for archiving the solar wind speeds, making this data available. You
may access their solar wind archive at the address below:
http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/summaries.html
Dates of the remote viewing sessions were: 13th November, 18th November, 20th November, 2nd December,
4th December, 9th December, 11th December during the year 2008.
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Solar Wind Speeds During the Dow Forecasting in late 2008
13th of November 2008 – Day 317

18th November – Day 322

20th November – Day 324

2nd December – Day 336

4th December – Day 338

9th December – Day 343
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11th December – Day 345

Day Number Convertor
http://www.epochconverter.com/date-and-time/daynumbers-by-year.php?year=2014

So by looking at the above data, the majority of the remote viewing sessions involving the dow jones occurred
at lower solar wind speeds, with a few as the solar wind speed first entered the 350 range, which is a time the
dow jones is naturally stronger.

What is the Best Time to Remote View the Dow Jones?
In Summary, the best times to remote the future position of the Dow Jones Industrial average is as the solar
wind speed is starting to decline towards the 350 range. As far the best season, the months from Late
November into Early January are the best times. As far as geomagnetic activity, 24 hours before a peak in
geomagnetic activity or when it is at peak in low activity.
This cycle of accuracy may vary and be cylindrical. For example, during solar minimums when solar activity is at
an all time low, as we last saw in 2008 (A Period #1) , remote viewing accuracy may peak when geomagnetic
activity is at its lowest point. During the year 2015 (A Period #3) peak periods of remote viewing accuracy may
occur 24 hours before an increase in geomagnetic activity. These conditions may also be user based. In other
words some people may have to find their "fit" or best level of geomagnetic activity that they excel in to get the
best results. Further research is needed to confirm these hypothesis.

The Future
Some people may think "Well why it's the end of work. We never have to work again." The fact is there are
companies that have more than enough money that are now using remote viewing to develop amazing new
technologies to make the world an even better place for all. Once a person has achieved the basic necessities of
life which are food, warmth, energy, self sufficiency and health, they naturally move on to pursue goals related
to community enhancement and building and development or investing in new forms of social capital. This than
fulfills the individuals need for self esteem and confidence and than leads eventually to self actualization. I
personally see nothing but a bright horizon for anyone willing to use more than the 10% of grey matter assigned
between their ears.
The future looks like a period where natural psychic ability is going to be enhanced. The decades of increasing
and peaking solar activity are coming to an end. We can see that solar cycle 25 is expected to be lower than
solar cycle 23 and it appears that this cycle going to be one of the lowest in decades. It should be a very, very
interesting time to observe the fundamental forces driving the markets, as well as dynamics involving social
institutions and their operations.
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This sudden drop in sunspot activity may already be manifesting itself in today's children. For example there has
been a report of a baby who has an extra helix of DNA. Considering it occurred in England, which has access to
technology that can detect this extra helix, it is very likely that in other countries, especially developing ones,
there are more children being born with an extra DNA helix.
There was an interesting research study conducted by the U.S. Air Force showing Chinese children that were
able to teleport small objects. The findings were released in this paper. While on the subject of wormholes,
there is valuable documentation of a Dr. Jonathan Reed in the state of Washington who possesses a device that
transfers his body via teleportation. He even did a live television broadcast on Canadian National Television. His
teleportation device is not the only one and there are 3 other people on earth that have one also, but the
batteries in these may be dead, which is why Jonathan has the only one that works. The video title is: Dr.
Jonathan reed - teleportation demonstration just enter the title into any internet search engine to watch the
video You can watch the live video at the link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSysZb7xc0o
Additional information about star gates and wormholes can be viewed at this website.

Discussion Questions and Observations
Because increased geomagnetic activity is an associated period of expansion, perhaps our consciousness
expands along with it. Perhaps it expands large enough making it easier for us to connect with it at the low
periods just before it increases. Perhaps during the low of this geomagnetic period a “bubble of energy” forms
ahead of time and it is so large, that our minds can pick up emanations from it before we enter it the next day.
The period from 2016 to 2018 will be the next cyclical low of solar activity. We have covered this in more depth
in our article titled: "Sunspot Minimums and Market Crashes: The Future of the U.S. Financial Markets up to the
Year 2030." Does this mean that during periods where the markets become weaker that people are more
naturally intuitive? How does this enhanced intuition affect the markets? Further research needs to be done to
explain this question. On the following page we can see the dramatic drop in solar activity leading up to 2019.
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.
ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/weekly/Predict.txt
As we can see by 2019, solar activity will be at an extreme low . This will also include a peak low of geomagnetic
activity as well. A quieter period of geomagnetic activity, a time where intuition and the ability to remote view
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will once again become more commonly used. A place where secrets are no longer safe. The bad news is at
these geomagnetic lows, there are always market crashes, of which the last occurred in 2008 and the next is due
to occur in 2016, which we have already wrote a paper about.

A Possible Explanation
During these special periods of low / quiet geomagnetic energy, a resonant cavity forms, creating an "echo" or
"depressurization" effect. This echo can be more easily picked up and interpreted by our intuition. To make an
example of this, if you are in a large open canyon in open desert and you shout out loud, you will hear your
words resonate back to you because of the echo. When you hear the rerun echo, your ears pick up the sound, or
receive the sound waves. This would mean kp activity undergoes periods of expansion and contraction, much
like the fault lines under the soil on earthquake fault lines. After putting out a mental message of intention
asking a question or mentally imagining ourselves performing am act, we than "listen" to the emotions about to
take place in the future. A's we do so, our intuition picks up these future emotions, and our brain interprets
them. It is the emotion that guides us, and is creating the experience we perceive.
The reason accuracy is much better during these times is because the human body behaves much like an
antenna. During these times it is much more sensitive to retrieving / experiencing emotional energy or
outcomes of events from the future, especially on a collective level. Because the Dow jones is calculated based
on the collective efforts of top performing companies, when you tune into the "flow" of this collective effort at
the right time, you can experience future emotion. Earths geomagnetic activity is used as the energy source to
receive the information.
Because the human body can receive this energy / experience this means there must be a time where it
transmits it also, using earths geomagnetic energy to transmit information. According to one scientific study
the researchers discovered that during higher periods of geomagnetic energy, people showed improved
memory recall. This could than mean that if you were a teacher, which is a skill that transmits mental
information then teaching would be more effective during periods of higher, but not excessive geomagnetic
energy. Further research is necessary in order to confirm this hypothesis. Below is a quote from the study:
"These results suggest that these experiences, be they veridical or illusory, may be influenced by global
geomagnetic activity that affect the neuroelectrical or neurochemical processes associated with memory
consolidation or the attribution of the serial order of experiences during retrieval."
Study Source:
Geophysical variables and behavior: XCVIII. Ambient geomagnetic activity and experiences of "memories":
interactions with sex and implications for receptive psi experiences.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12186249

The Nervous System and Coherence
It is my conclusion that strong or extremely high geomagnetic storms are disrupting the human nervous system
causing stress and an imbalance which is affecting our connection to the earth, life and a positive relationship
with nature. If geomagnetic storms affect the nervous system "disrupting" it with "noise" than doing heart math
helps re balance or "re-set" the nervous system, helping to bring it back into coherrence again. When we can
re-set the nervous system before doing a dow jones forecast, we greatly increase the accuracy. I believe that
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our nervous system is acting as an antenna. It is sensitive to magnetic fields. Not only the magnetic fields
produced by earth, but also the magnetic fields emitted by the hearts of other people. It operates on an
cardioelectromagnetic level. Communication of this sort heightens awareness and increases true empathy and
sensitivity towards others. During times of low geomagnetic activity, this awareness can be enhanced. When it
does so, it results in a much deeper level of non-verbal communication, connection and understanding between
people, including that of our earth, because earth has its own consciousness and is a living organism. This
communication also speeds healing.
Coming from an electrophysiological perspective, being receptive to this information contained in the magnetic
fields generated by others is directly related to the ability to be physiologically and emotionally. It is while a
person is in this coherent state, that internal systems function more efficiently, are more stable, and radiate
electromagnetic fields containing a more coherent structure. This includes the fields that relate to time. This
would mean that the future does exist possibly in an alternate universe and that there are and exist parallel
earths co-existing with ours. The ability to retrieve information from the parallel earth where the dow closes
higher or lower at the end of the trading day before it manifests in our universe is made much easier during
lower geomagnetic activity.
Researchers at Bastyr University/University of Washington Consciousness Research Lab clearly demonstrated
that when participants were seperatead from each other and did a simple HeartMath exercise that their heart
and brain waves became synchronized or entrained. This happened even when they had close living or working
relationships, or if they showed feelingis of empathy, appreciation, care, or love toward each other. When these
people meditated together, their alpha brain waves became entrained. When these people internally entrained
their own personal heart and brain waves, it caused their heart and brain waves of others to entrain with theirs.
The main benefit of entrainment (which can be done by practicing heart math) increases attention, produces
feelings of calm and deep connection, and facilitates tele-prehension of a person’s emotions, images, sensations,
thoughts and intuitions. Sheldrake, another researcher facilitated learning experiments similar to those
discovered at HeartMath. This means if we can reduce chronic stress, we can reduce physical, mental and
emotional illness, and because enhanced attention improves learning and creativity, we can shorten the
learning and creativity process.
So if the nervous system is stimulated by higher solar activity (which is often associated with increased
geomagnetic activity),than the opposite must be true. The nervous system can be put into a state of relaxation
after higher geomagnetic activity has passed. Think of the nervous system soaking up all the solar activity,
contributing to the "noise". After the geomagnetic high period has passed, by relaxing our nervous system or
putting it into a state of relaxation, causes it to "reset" itself back to calmness and health. That is why so many
people find flotation tanks enhance their overall psychic state of well being. Tests are now being performed to
plunge the body into a relaxation flotation tank just before doing a psychic dow scan to "reset" the nervous
system and bring it back online to increase the dow jones forecasting.

Profiting from Forecasting the Dow Jones Industrial Average
In the University of Boulder study, they paper traded DJIA options contracts, which seems to be the safest way
to trade using the dow jones. Another method that works is to subscribe to a professional stock picking service
with a proven track record. The best 4 are listed below and have subscriptions averaging $120 a month. If you
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know where the dow will close at the end of the trading day, you can use that information to day trade and
make a tidy profit, based on the information.

Dan Zanger - "Dan is the WORLD RECORD HOLDER for the largest percent change for a personal portfolio for a
12 month period of time and an 18 month period of time in the history of the stock market!"
http://www.chartpattern.com/chartpatternsignup.cfm?TrackVal=Danzangerst

Harry Boxer - "Harry Boxer has more than 40 years of Wall Street investment and technical analysis
experience, including eight years on Wall Street as chief technical analyst"
http://www.thestreet.com/author/1552106/HarryBoxer/all.html

Jason Bond - Top Stock Picker
http://www.jasonbondpicks.com/

Crawford Perspectives named Stock Market Timer of the Year
http://www.crawfordperspectives.com/

Further Reading
Stock Market Prediction Using Associative Remote Viewing
by Inexperienced Remote Viewers
CHRISTOPHER CARSON SMITH
DARRELL LAHAM
GARRET MODDEL
Department of Electrical, Computer, & Energy Engineering, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, USA
moddel@colorado.edu
Submitted 2/20/2013, Accepted 12/7/2013
http://psiphen.colorado.edu/Pubs/Smith14.pdf

Stock Market Prediction Using Associative Remote Viewing
With Untrained Viewers
Christopher Carson Smith, Darrell Laham, and Garret Moddel
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309-0425
http://psiphen.colorado.edu/Pubs/Smith_SSE10_abstract.pdf
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Book Citations Regarding Remote Viewing Financial Instruments
Lucky You!: Proven Strategies You Can Use to Find Your Fortune by Randy Fitzgerald
Beyond Belief. By James F. Coyle
The Science of Premonitions: How Knowing the Future Can Help Us Avoid Danger - By Larry Dossey
Energetic Processes - By Peter Moscow

Studies Involving Remote Viewing the Markets
" Most of these project questions were intended to predict the outcome of a given futures market. Of these
project questions, 60.3% were answered correctly"
GREG KOLODZIEJZYK’S 13-YEAR ASSOCIATIVE REMOTE VIEWING EXPERIMENT RESULTS BY GREG KOLODZIEJZYK
http://www.remote-viewing.com/ARVpaper.pdf
“Delphi tried to forecast roughly how much silver prices would change between Thursday's closing and Monday's
closing prices. In all of the first nine tries, Keith Harary, the most psychic partner, made correct predictions. The
investors ... made "in the middle six figures," and Delphi got a commission.”
Erik Arson, "Did Psychic Powers Give Firm a Killing in the Silver Market?" The Wall Street Journal, October 22,
1984.
“It is relevant, if not essential, that electroencephalographic activity of the right hemisphere, especially the right
frontal region, is particularly sensitive to geomagnetic activity. During periods of low intensity (<20 nT) global
geomagnetic activity spontaneous reports of telepathic experiences are more frequent. “
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3410194/
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GEOPHYSICAL VARIABLES AND BEHAVIOR: XLIV. DAYS OF SUBJECTIVE PRECOGNITIVE EXPERIENCES AND THE
DAYS BEFORE THE ACTUAL EVENTS DISPLAY CORRELATED GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY - DOUGLAS R. LEWICKI,
GEORGE H. SCHAUT, AND MICHAEL A. PERSINGER
Published by American Science
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY, MEDITATION AND PSI. PART I: LITERATURE
REVIEW AND THEORETICAL MODEL1
By SERENA M. RONEY-DOUGAL,ADRIAN RYAN AND DAVID LUKE
Published by PSI Reserach Center
Negative correlations between accuracy of card-guessing and geomagnetic activity: A case study.
Published by PSI Research Center
GEOPHYSICAL VARIABLES AND BEHAVIOR: XXXI. GLOBAL GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY DURING SPONTANEOUS
PARANORMAL EXPERIENCES: A REPLICATION - G. B. SCHAUT, AND M. A. PERSINGER
Published by American Science

Additional Interesting Data
Intuition: Local Sidereal Time, Intuition and Sagittarius A
http://www.p-i-a.com/Magazine/Issue16/Intuition_16.htm
THE GALACTIC CENTER’S INFLUENCE ON PSI AND ESP
http://occultview.com/2011/01/09/the-galactic-center%E2%80%99s-influence-on-psi-and-esp/
Is our Milky Way a WormHole?

LSD & ESP: Scientists Study Psychic Phenomena and Psychedelic Drugs
The ESP Enigma: The Scientific Case for Psychic Phenomena. By Diane Hennacy Powell, M.D
Book: Enlightenment East and West
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